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FICTION 

 
 

Davis, Fiona  
THE LIONS OF FIFTH AVENUE: A Novel  
Fiction | Dutton Hardcover | July 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Stefanie Lieberman @ Janklow & Nesbit | Editor: Stephanie Kelly  
Status: manuscript available in January 2020 
 
Fiona Davis’s latest historical novel begins in the year 1913, when amateur journalist Laura Lyons 
dares to enter the Heterodoxy club—a radical, all female group, where women are encouraged to 
loudly share their opinions on women’s rights. Soon, Laura begins to question her role as the wife of 
New York Public Library’s superintendent, and as a mother. Then a series of book thefts hit the New 

York Public Library and everything Laura loves is threatened. Eighty years later, Sadie Lyons, the granddaughter of the famous 
essayist, Laura Lyons, is curator of the New York Public Library. Rare documents from the famous Berg Collection start to go 
missing, and it’s Sadie’s mission to save them, and her dream job. This investigation leads Sadie to unwelcome truths about 
her family heritage—truths that shed new light on the biggest tragedy in the library’s history. 
 
Fiona Davis is the national bestselling author of The Dollhouse, The Address, The Masterpiece, and The Chelsea Girls (all 
published by Dutton). She lives in New York City and is a graduate of the College of William and Mary in Virginia and the 
Columbia Journalism School. 
 
Publishers of The Masterpiece (2018): 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 

Hungarian – IPC Konyvek 
Lithuanian – Tyto Alba 

Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 

 
Publishers of The Address (2017): 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Czech – Tarsago Ceska Republica  
Dutch – Ambo Anthos 

German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 
Hungarian – Tarsago Magyarorosza 
Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 

Turkish – Pena Kitap Yayincilik  

 
Publishers of The Dollhouse (2016): 
Bulgarian – Kragozor 
Czech – Tarsago Ceska Republica  
Dutch – Ambo Anthos 

German – Goldmann/PRH Germany 
Greek – Dioptra Publishing  
Hungarian – Tarsago Magyarorszag 

Italian – HarperCollins Italia 
Norwegian – Pantagruel Forlag 

 
 
 

Klass, David  
OUT OF TIME: A Novel  
Thriller | Dutton Hardcover | July 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Aaron Priest @ Aaron Priest Literary Agency | Editor: Lindsey Rose  
Status: manuscript available in December 2019 
 
In this explosive thriller, a fiendishly clever serial bomber and self-styled “eco-terrorist” hits his sixth 
target, Idaho’s Boone Dam, killing a dozen innocent people. But the bomber, who calls himself 
“Green Man,” insists these attacks are necessary to draw the world’s attention to the climate change 
emergency. The FBI has no real leads until young agent Tom Smith approaches the task-force leader 
with an unexpected insight. They soon realize Tom may be the only person with the unique skills 
needed to catch Green Man before he strikes again.  

 
David Klass is the author of many critically acclaimed young adult novels and has also written more than forty feature 
screenplays, including Kiss the Girls (starring Morgan Freeman and adapted from the novel by James Patterson), Desperate 
Measures (starring Michael Keaton), Walking Tall (starring The Rock), and In the Time of the Butterflies (starring Salma Hayak 
and adapted from the novel by Julia Alvarez). He has also written for Law and Order: Criminal Intent and currently runs the TV 
Writing concentration at Columbia University's Film School.  
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Stein, Leigh  
SELF CARE: A Novel 
Fiction | Penguin Trade Paperback | June 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Erin Hosier @ Dunow, Carlson & Lerner | Editor: Margaux Weisman   
Status: manuscript available 

 
Maren Gelb is on a company-imposed digital detox. She tweeted something terrible about the 
President’s daughter, and as the COO of Richual, it’s a PR nightmare. Not only is CEO Devon Avery 
counting on Maren to be fully present for the upcoming Series B closing, but indispensable employee 
Khadijah Walker has been keeping a secret that will reveal just how feminist Richual’s values actually 
are, and former Bachelorette contestant and Richual board member Evan Riley is about to be 
embroiled in a sexual misconduct scandal that could threaten Richual’s future forever. When self care 

is part of your revenue model, can confessing your damage be good for business?  
 
Leigh Stein is the author of the acclaimed 2012 novel, The Fallback Plan, a poetry collection the same year (both published by 
Melville House), and the 2016 memoir, The Land of Enchantment (Plume). From 2014-2017, before she was 30, she ran a 
secret Facebook group of 40,000 women writers, in her role as cofounder and executive director of the Binders/BinderCon, a 
feminist nonprofit organization. 
 
 

 
Waite, Jen 
SURVIVAL INSTINCTS: A Novel 
Thriller | Dutton Hardcover | June 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Myrsini Stephanides @ Carol Mann Agency | Editor: Maya Ziv  
Status: manuscript available 
 
Anne and her twelve-year-old daughter Thea have survived a lot. They made it through the 
nightmare of Anne’s abusive ex—Thea’s dad—and now they have exactly what they need: they live 
in a small town in Vermont, Anne is a successful therapist, and they get a never-ending supply of 
love, support, and baked goods from Anne's mom, Rose. But when Thea starts hanging out with a 

new friend who seems like a bad influence, a trip for the three women to a small, remote Airbnb seems like the perfect 
chance to bond. But then a man arrives, and their peaceful weekend away turns into a horror story. It becomes clear that 
there will only be one set of survivors—Anne, Thea, and Rose, or The Man.  
 
Jen Waite is the author of the international bestseller A Beautiful, Terrible Thing (Plume, 2017). She lives in Maine with her 
young daughter. 
 
Publishers of A Beautiful, Terrible Thing: 
Complex Chinese – Business Weekly 
Polish – Czarna Owca 
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NONFICTION 

 
 

BIOGRAPHY/MEMOIR 
 
Mulvihill, Andy and Jake Rossen  
ACTION PARK: Fast Times, Wild Rides, and the Untold Story of America’s Most 
Dangerous Amusement Park  
Memoir | Penguin Trade Paperback | June 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Alec Shane @ Writers House | Editor: Sam Raim  
Status: manuscript available in January 2020 
 
Often called "Accident Park" "Class Action Park," or "Traction Park" (referring to the 
technique for setting broken bones), Action Park was an American icon. Entertaining 

over a million people a year in the 1980s, it was a place with no limits, on fun or danger. Though it closed its doors in 1996, it 
has remained a subject of constant fascination ever since, an establishment completely antithetical to our modern culture of 
rules and safety. ACTION PARK is the first-ever unvarnished look at the history of the park, reveling in the highs without 
minimizing the lows, written by Andy Mulvilhill, the son of the park's idiosyncratic founder, Gene Mulvihill (who was been 
aptly described as "P.T Barnum meets Willy Wonka"). From working his way up to chief lifeguard to later helping run the 
whole park, Andy's story is a story equal parts hilarious, terrifying, and moving as it chronicles the life and death of a uniquely 
American attraction, a wet and wild 1980s adolescence, and a son's struggle to understand his singular father.  
 
Andy Mulvihill is the son of famed Action Park founder Gene Mulvihill. In addition to testing rides, Andy worked as a 
lifeguard at the park before moving into a managerial role. He is currently the CEO of Crystal Springs Resort Real Estate. Jake 
Rossen is a senior staff writer at Mental Floss. His byline has appeared in the New York Times, The Village Voice, ESPN.com, 
and Wired, among others. He is also the author of Superman vs. Hollywood (Chicago Review Press, 2008), which examines the 
life of the Man of Steel from 1940s radio dramas to big-budget features. 
 
 
 

Weintraub, Robert  
THE DIVINE MISS MARBLE: A True Story of Hollywood, Tennis, and Triumph  
Biography | Dutton Hardcover | August 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Farley Chase @ Chase Literary Agency | Editor: John Parsley  
Status: manuscript available in December 2019  
 
THE DIVINE MISS MARBLE is the incredible, forgotten, true story of Alice Marble. To the public she 
was a world-famous tennis champion and 1930s sports superstar, as well known as Joe DiMaggio, Joe 
Louis, or Seabiscuit. Marble was also the survivor of multiple traumas, including the death in action of 
her husband during WWII, a tragedy that set into motion her unlikely, highly secret, and highly 
dangerous mission to Switzerland as a spy for American intelligence. She put her life at risk and 

walked an emotional tightrope by rekindling an affair with her first love to avenge the loss of her true love. Hers is also the 
story of an unbreakable will, both to succeed and to carry forward despite immense obstacles, in competition and in life.  
 
Robert Weintraub has written about sports for Slate, ESPN.com, The Guardian, Deadspin, and many more. He is also a 
television producer, and has worked on programs airing on ESPN, ABC Sports, CNN International, Turner Broadcasting, Speed 
Channel, Discovery, and dozens of others.  
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HISTORY, PSYCHOLOGY, SCIENCE 

 
Aronowitz, Nona 
BAD SEX: The Story of an Unfinished Revolution 
Feminism/History | Plume Hardcover | Spring 2022 | UK Rights 
Agent: Samantha Shea @ Georges Borchardt, Inc. | Editor: Maya Ziv 
Status: proposal available; manuscript available in March 2021 
 
The daughter of Ellen Willis (of Second Wave Feminist fame), Nona Aronowitz grew up not only 
believing the feminist revolution was complete, but that she was a somewhat idealized product of it. 
That is, until a moment of personal crisis, amid the rising tide of the #MeToo movement and the 

wake of the 2016 election, when she turned to her mother’s writing for guidance. BAD SEX is the story of Nona’s feminist 
radicalization, when she realized that sex has never been more accepted, feminism has never been more mainstream, and 
yet still, unexamined misogyny and repression are corrupting even consensual sex and leaving women to wonder what, in 
today’s world, it means to be sexually liberated. BAD SEX is a call to arms for continuing the revolution.  
 
Nona Aronowitz is the sex and love columnist for Teen Vogue and the author (along with Emma Bee Bernstein) of Girldrive: 
Criss-Crossing America, Redefining Feminism (Seal Press, 2009). Her work has been published in the New York Times, The Cut, 
Elle, VICE, the Washington Post, Playboy, and The Atlantic. She is also the editor of an award-winning anthology of Ellen 
Willis’s rock criticism, called Out of the Vinyl Deeps (Univ. of Minnesota Press, 2011), as well as a comprehensive collection of 
her work, The Essential Ellen Willis (Univ. of Minnesota Press, 2014), which won the National Book Critics Circle award for 
Criticism. 
 
 
 

Balcombe, Jonathan 
WINGED VICTORY 
Science/Insects | Penguin Trade Paperback Original | November 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Stacy Glick @ Dystel Goderich & Bourret LLC | Editor: Matt Klise 
Status: manuscript available in February 2020 
 
In WINGED VICTORY, the myth-busting ethologist Jonathan Balcombe explores the order Diptera in 
all of its diversity and illustrates the essential role that flies play in every ecosystem in the world as 
pollinators, waste-disposers, predators, and prey. He also reintroduces us to familiar foes like the 
fruit fly and mosquito, and gives us the chance to meet their lesser-known cousins like the Petroleum 
Fly (the only animal in the world that breeds in crude oil) and the Chocolate Midge (the sole 

pollinator of the Cacao tree). No matter your outlook on our tiny buzzing neighbors, WINGED VICTORY will change the way 
you look at flies forever.  
 
Jonathan Balcombe is a biologist with a PhD in ethology, the study of animal behavior. He is the author of four popular 
science books on the inner lives of animals, including Pleasurable Kingdom (St. Martin’s, 2006), Second Nature (Macmillan, 
2011), and What a Fish Knows (FSG, 2016), a New York Times bestseller. He has published over 60 scientific papers and book 
chapters on animal behavior and animal protection. Formerly Department Chair for Animal Studies with the Humane Society 
University, and Director of Animal Sentience with The Humane Society Institute for Science and Policy, Balcombe also serves 
as an Associate Editor for the journal Animal Sentience, and he teaches a course in animal sentience for the Viridis Graduate 
Institute. He is also a popular speaker who has lectured on six continents.  
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Cukier, Kenneth, Viktor Mayer-Schoenberger & Francis de Vericourt 
FRAMERS: How Humans Can Thrive in the Age of the Machine 
Science | Dutton Hardcover | May 2021 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Lisa Adams @ The Garamond Agency | Editor: Stephen Morrow  
Status: manuscript available in Summer 2020 
 
FRAMERS is a far reaching look at “framing,” the essential and irreplicable skill that 
defines us as humans and has enabled the most original and long lasting human 

accomplishments; it is also an admonishment not to overvalue the role of machine intelligence lest we forfeit the essential 
elements of human progress. From Copernicus to the Wright Brothers to the discovery of biomarkers for PTSD, FRAMERS 
builds upon surprising and insightful examples of these factors at work. It goes on to show how we can choose the best 
frames and can switch between them or improve upon them as the situation demands. The better we are at doing so, the 
more certain we can be that control over the most important decisions will remain in the hands of people rather than 
machines. 
 
Kenneth Cukier is a Senior Editor at The Economist, and host of its weekly podcast on technology called “Babbage.” He is an 
associate fellow at Said Business School at the University of Oxford, researching artificial intelligence. His TED Talk on AI and 
data has over 1 million page views. Viktor Mayer-Schonberger is Professor of Internet Governance and Regulation at the 
Oxford Internet Institute at Oxford University. He is also a faculty affiliate of the Belfer Center of Science and International 
Affairs at Harvard University. Along with Cukier, he is the coauthor of Big Data: A Revolution That Transforms How We Live, 
Work, and Think (HMH, 2013), which sold nearly 2 million copies worldwide. Francis de Véricourt is Professor of 
Management Science at the European School of Management and Technology (ESMT) in Berlin. He has held faculty positions 
at Duke University and INSEAD and was a post-doctoral researcher at MIT and received a degree in applied mathematics and 
computer science from the Grenoble Institute of Technology as well as a PhD from Université Paris. His current research 
explores how machine learning affects the way individuals frame their decisions and give rise to incentive problems.  
 
Rights sold to: 
UK & C – Penguin UK 
Complex Chinese – Commonwealth  

Korean – Book 21 
Simplified Chinese – CITIC 

 
 
 

Drakulic, Slavenka 
CAFÉ EUROPA REVISITED: How to Survive Post-Communism 
History | Penguin Trade Paperback | January 2021 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Author c/o Penguin Books | Editor: Kathryn Court 
Status: manuscript available in December 2019 
 
CAFÉ EUROPA REVISITED is an evocative, daring, and timely collection of essays that paints a portrait 
of Eastern Europe thirty years after the end of communism. Looking closely at artifacts and day to day 
life, from health insurance cards to national monuments and popular films to cultural habits, these 
pieces of political reportage dive into the reality of a Europe still deeply divided.  
 

Slavenka Drakulic was born in Croatia in 1949. The critically-acclaimed author of several works of nonfiction (including Café 
Europa, Penguin, 1999) and novels, she has written for The New York Times, The Nation, The New Republic, and numerous 
publications around the world.  
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Marmion, Jean-Francois  
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF STUPIDITY 
Psychology | Penguin Trade Paperback | October 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Marleen Seegers @ 2 Seas Literary Agency | Editor: John Siciliano   
Status: manuscript available in French; translated manuscript available in December 2019 
 

“We need a book like this one.” 
—Steven Pinker 

 

Everybody knows about stupidity: we all have to put up with it every day. It’s a burden, a cross to 
bear. And yet, psychologists have never tried to define it. In this entertaining collection, psychiatrists, 
scientists, philosophers, sociologists, and writers from around the world offer us their points of view 

on human stupidity. Contributors include Daniel Kahneman, Dan Ariely, Ryan Holiday, Alison Gopnik, and many more.  
 

Jean-Francois Marmion is a science journalist living in France.  
 

Rights sold to:  
Bulgarian – Iztok Zapad 
Dutch – Karakter 
German – Munchner Verlagsgruppe 
Greek – Papadopoulos 

Italian – Nuova Ipsa 
Korean – Sigongsa 
Lithuanian – Eugrimas  
Polish – Pulicat 

Port. in Brazil – Saída de Emergência 
Romanian – Litera 
Russian – Eksmo  
Swedish – Mondial  

 
 

Unger, Craig  
AMERICAN KOMPROMAT 
Political Science/True Crime | Dutton Hardcover | February 2021 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: David Kuhn & Nate Muscatoat @ Aevitas | Editor: John Parsley   
Status: proposal available; manuscript available in Summer 2020 
 
Craig Unger’s new book sheds light on Russian ties to powerful politicians and financiers, including 
Jeffrey Epstein, President Donald Trump, and Attorney General William Barr, and explores how 
kompromat—compromising material—has been used as a geopolitical weapon.  
 
Craig Unger is the New York Times bestselling author of six books, including the New York Times 

bestsellers House of Bush, House of Saud (Scribner, 2004) and House of Trump, House of Putin (Dutton, 2018).   
 
Publishers of House of Trump, House of Putin: 
UK & C – Transworld 
Danish – G.E.C. Gads 

Dutch – Spectrum 
German – Ullstein 

Italian – La Nave di Teseo 
Polish – Otwarte  

 
 
Zaidan, George 
INGREDIENTS: The Stuff Inside Your Stuff 
Pop Science | Dutton Hardcover | April 2020 | UK & Translation Rights  
Agent: Jane Dystel @ Dystel, Goderich & Bourret | Editor: Stephen Morrow 
Status: manuscript available 
 
INGREDIENTS is a humorous scientific exploration of the materials we take from the natural world and 
the ways modern chemistry turns them into the everyday products we use and consume.   
 
George Zaidan is an MIT-trained chemist, science communicator, television and web host, and 
producer. He was the co-host of CNBC's hit TV series, Make Me a Millionaire Inventor, and has written 

and voiced several TED-Ed viral videos. He created National Geographic’s webseries “Ingredients” and co-wrote and directed 
MIT’s webseries “Science Out Loud.” His work has been featured in The New York Times, Forbes, The Boston Globe, National 
Geographic Magazine, NPR’s The Salt, NBC’s Cosmic Log, Science, Business Insider, and Gizmodo.  
 
Rights sold: 
UK & C – Duckworth 
Korean – Sigongsa  

Polish – Marginesy 
Simplified Chinese – CITIC 

Ukrainian – Vivet 
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GIFT, HUMOR, ILLUSTRATED, JOURNALING, POP CULTURE  
 

Ahn, Kyong Ja and Chan Jae Lee   
LOOKING BACK, LIFE WAS BEAUTIFUL  
Family/Gift | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | September 2020 | UK & Translation Rights (excluding 
Korean) 
Agent: authors c/o TarcherPerigee | Editor: Sara Carder  
Status: sample pages available; manuscript available in March 2020 
 

A book of illustrations and accompanying text that two grandparents created for their grandchildren. 
What started as a way for overseas relatives to connect with one another has sparked global support and enthusiasm. This 
book will inspire parents and grandparents the world over to tell their children stories about the things they’ve learned and 
experienced about what’s important in life.  
 

Kyong Ja Ahn and Chan Jae Lee, also known as Grandpa Chan & Grandma Marina, are 77-year-old grandparents who live in 
Brazil. They write and draw for their three grandchildren, Arthur, Allan, and Astro. Grandpa Chan is the primary illustrator, 
and Grandma Marina writes the accompanying stories, reflections, and memories. Their Instagram is 
@drawings_for_my_grandchildren. 
 

 

Andrews, Travis  
BECAUSE HE’S JEFF GOLDBLUM: The Life & Memes of the Coolest Actor in Hollywood  
Pop Culture/Biography | Plume Hardcover | November 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Laurie Abkemeier @ DeFiore & Company | Editor: Jill Schwartzman  
Status: manuscript available in January 2020 
 

Twenty years ago, Jeff Goldblum was a popular but unspectacular actor, but in the past decade, he’s 
created a career like no other. Theaters are curating Jeff Goldblum film festivals. Artists are erecting 
statues in his honor on the banks of the Thames. He’s the source of an amazing amount of love and 

an incredible number of memes on the internet. We love Goldblum because he’s so…smart? funny? weird? cool? Washington 
Post pop culture staff writer Travis Andrews plans to deliver the answers and more in this combination of biology and 
homage in the vein of The Tao of Bill Murray.  
 

Travis Andrews is a staff writer for the Washington Post’s Style section, where he works on the pop culture team and covers 
music, movies, television, comedy, and celebrity culture. Previously he was an associate travel and culture editor for Southern 
Living and a contributing pop culture reporter for Mashable and The Week. He has also written for Time, Esquire, GQ, and The 
Atlantic, among others.  

 
 

Garrett, Henry James  
THIS BOOK WILL MAKE YOU KINDER  
Pop Philosophy | Penguin Paper-Over-Board | October 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Laura MacDougall @ United Agents | Editor: Shannon Kelly 
Status: sample pages available; manuscript available in January 2020; designed pages available in 
April 2020 
 

A warmly illustrated, deeply accessible philosophical guide that uses the author’s signature animal 
drawings to explore empathy and the things that make humans kind (and unkind) to one another, 
born out of his academic studies in metaethics. 
 

Henry James Garrett is a UK-based writer and illustrator who works under the moniker @DrawingsOfDogs and has a quickly 
growing Instagram following of more than 140,000. After dropping out of a PhD program due to anxiety, he decided to focus 
on what he enjoyed most—using his warm drawings of all kinds of animals to express thoughtful ideas about wellness, social 
justice, equality, LGBT identity, and more. Since then, he’s written and illustrated for The New York Times, The Fawcett 
Society, Meghan Markle, The i Newspaper, Buzzfeed, and London Pride, in addition to presenting solo exhibitions in London 
and a beautiful phone box in Brighton, and licensing designs to a greeting card company called UStudio.  
 

Rights sold: 
UK & C – Profile    
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Green, Sarah Urist  
YOU ARE AN ARTIST: Assignments to Spark Creation 
Creativity | Penguin Paper-Over-Board | April 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Jodi Reamer @ Writers House | Editor: Meg Leder 
Status: manuscript available 
 
When Sarah Urist Green created the PBS video series The Art Assignment, she wanted to share the 
work of incredible contemporary artists and invite people around the world to follow in their 
footsteps. YOU ARE AN ARTIST is the result of that project: a fantastically imaginative and wide-

ranging series of creative projects that invite you to try different artists’ approaches to better explore your own.  
 
Sarah Urist Green is the creator, curator, and host of The Art Assignment, an educational video series produced in 
partnership with PBS Digital Studios that focuses on the creative process and the act of making. She is also the former curator 
of contemporary art at the Indianapolis Museum of Art.  
 
Rights sold: 
UK & C – Particular/Penguin UK 
Spanish – PRH Spain    

 
 

Hibberd, James 
GAME OF THRONES ORAL HISTORY (tt) 
Television History/Criticism | Dutton Hardcover | October 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Rich Richter @ Aevitas | Editor: Jill Schwartzman  
Status: sample chapters available in December 2019; manuscript available in May 2020 
 

The comprehensive, official oral history of the television uber-phenomenon Game of Thrones, 
written by EW’s James Hibberd and authorized by HBO, including new interviews with George RR 
Martin, David Benioff and DB Weiss, and the show’s stars.  
 

James Hibberd is an award-winning entertainment journalist who has written thousands of stories 
that cover the business of Hollywood across nearly two decades. He’s currently Editor at Large at Entertainment Weekly and 
was previously TV Editor at The Hollywood Reporter. Prior to covering entertainment, Hibberd made headlines in 2001 while 
a staff writer at Phoenix New Times when he risked imprisonment amid a legal battle versus county and federal authorities in 
order to protect a confidential source (he won). His freelance work has appeared in The New York Times, Salon, 
Cosmopolitan, Details, and Best American Sports Writing.  
 

Rights sold: 
UK & C – Transworld German – Blanvalet Italian – Mondadori  
 
 

Mattel, Trixie & Katya 
TRIXIE & KATYA’S GUIDE TO MODERN WOMANHOOD  
Humor | Plume Hardcover | May 2020 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Thomas Flannery, Jr. @ AGI Vigliano | Editor: Marya Pasciuto  
Status: fully designed manuscript available in January 2020  
 

Drag superstars Trixie Mattel and Katya each entered the spotlight via RuPaul’s Drag Race, but 
they’re perhaps best loved for their gonzo video series. In TRIXIE & KATYA’S GUIDE TO MODERN 
WOMANHOOD, the pair take their winning techniques to the page, formatted as a satirical 1950s-
style etiquette guide. In essays and how-to sections peppered with hilarious, gorgeous photos, the 
dynamic duo will tackle such topics as Money (“Personal Finance: Are You Poor?”), Personal Hygiene 
(“Should I Get Bangs? A Guide”), and Self-Empowerment (“Are You There, God? It’s Me, Katya”), 

sharing advice and personal stories from high-concept fashion.  
 

Trixie Mattel is a drag queen, singer-songwriter, and comedian, known out of drag as Brian Firkus. Katya is a drag queen, 
actor, comedian, and podcast host, known out of drag as Brian McCook.   
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Reid, Jordan & Erin Williams  
THE BIG ACTIVITY BOOK FOR DIGITAL DETOX 
Stress Management/Humor | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | May 2020 | UK & 
Translation Rights 
Agent: Kim Perel @ Irene Goodman Agency; Paul Lucas @ Janklow & Nesbit | Editor: 
Lauren Appleton 
Status: sample pages available; full manuscript available in December 2019 
 

Part journal, part coloring book, part advice on how to take a break, THE BIG ACTIVITY BOOK FOR DIGITAL DETOX will be an 
outlet for anyone who wants to laugh through the ridiculousness of the digital age and remember how to be a human – 
because it’s definitely not going to happen when you’re awake at 1 AM, reading yet another listicle.  
 

Jordan Reid is the founding editor of the lifestyle blog, Ramshackle Glam, and the author of two parenting and style memoirs. 
Her hobbies include creating unnecessary complications, insomnia, and maintaining an impressive collection of fake plants.  
Erin Williams is a writer, illustrator, and cancer researcher. She loves true crime podcasts, increasingly complex skin care 
routines, and going to bed at 9PM.  
 

Publishers of The Big Activity Book for Anxious People: 
UK & C – Hodder & Stoughton 
Dutch – Uitgeveriuj Volt 
German – Mosaik 

Romanian – Editura For Your 
Simp. Chinese – China Renmin Univ. 
Spanish – Planeta 

Ukrainian – Snowdrop  

 
 

Sekules, Kate 
MEND!: A Clothes Revolution, Stitch by Stitch 
Fashion/Sustainable Living | Penguin Trade Paperback | September 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Erika Storella @ The Gernert Company | Editor: Shannon Kelly   
Status: manuscript available in December 2019; designed manuscript available March 2020 
 
MEND! is a book that teaches readers to repair and reimagine their clothes instead of throwing them 
away, at once a practical instruction guide for different mending techniques, a manifesto against fast 
fashion and its environmental and human consequences, and an exploration of mending’s history, 
filled with beautiful examples in action.  
 
Kate Sekules is a writer, clothes historian, and founder of the website Refashioner. Her writing has 

appeared in Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, Details, O: The Oprah Magazine, New York magazine, The New Yorker, The New York 
Times, Travel & Leisure, Departures, Saveur, and Town & Country, among other publications. She is considered one of the 
founders of the visible mending movement and recently obtained a PhD in Costume Studies at New York University.  
 
 

Shaw, Hannah  
TINY BUT MIGHTY: Kitten Lady’s Guide to Saving the Most Vulnerable Felines  
Pets | Plume Paper-Over-Board | August 2019 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Myrsini Stephanides @ Carol Mann Agency | Editor: Stephanie Kelly  
Status: finished copies available  
 
Hannah Shaw, better known as Kitten Lady, has dedicated her life to saving the tiniest felines, but one 
doesn’t have to be a professional kitten rescuer to change—and save—lives. In TINY BUT MIGHTY, 
Shaw outlines the dangers newborn kittens face and how she combats them, along with how you can 
help every step of the way. Filled with information on animal welfare, instructional guides, and 

personal rescue stories of many kittens—plus hundreds of adorable kitten photos—TINY BUT MIGHTY is the must-have kitten 
book for cat lovers, and current and future rescuers, foster parents, activists, and advocates. 
 
Hannah Shaw is a professional kitten rescuer, humane educator, and unwavering animal advocate who has dedicated her life 
to finding innovative ways to protect animals. She strives to create global change in the way we perceive and treat the tiniest 
and most vulnerable felines through educational media, training resources, instructional workshops, and consulting services 
that help individuals and animal shelters learn how to save the lives of kittens. Shaw has been featured as a guest expert on 
Animal Planet and was awarded the 2017 Advocate of the Year award by CatCon Worldwide. She is also the founder of the 
nonprofit Orphan Kitten Club, which provides rescue and critical care services to orphaned neonatal kittens. 
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The Captain 
F*CKING HISTORY: 101 Lessons You Should Have Learned in School 
Humor/History | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | August 2020 | UK Rights 
Agent: Kim Witherspoon @ Inkwell Management | Editor: Marian Lizzi  
Status: manuscript available in February 2020 
 

Those who don't know history are doomed to repeat it. Too bad it's usually boring as shit. Enter The 
Captain, the ultimate storyteller who brings history to life in this hilarious, brutally honest, intelligent, 
and crude compendium of stuff that happened before any of us were born. The entries in this 
compulsively readable book bridge past and present with topics like getting ghosted, handling haters, 

and why dog owners rule (sorry, cat people). Along the way you'll get a glimpse of Edith Wharton's sex life, dating rituals in 
Ancient Greece, catfishing in 500 BC, Medieval flirting techniques, and squad goals from Catherine the Great. People in the 
past were just like us—so learn from the losers and emulate the badasses. The Captain shows you how.  
 

The Captain is a writer, creator, and instigator. 
 

 

HEALTH, PARENTING, SELF-HELP, SPIRITUALITY  
 

Baker, Allie Kingsley & Tony Baker  
THE MAMA SUTRA: Ancient Positions to Soothe the Modern Baby 
Parenting/Infants & Toddlers | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | August 2020 | UK & Translation 
Rights 
Agent: Steve Troha @ Folio Literary Management | Editor: Marian Lizzi  
Status: manuscript available in February 2020 
 

Soothing a fussy baby can be a challenge. New parents Allie and Tony learned this the hard way—and 
created a catalog of holds and positions to calm fussiness, encourage bowel movements, and help 
everyone get back to sleep. Meet the Burping Buddha, the Soothing Sage, the Gas Guru, and other 
science-based ways to help your baby feel better naturally. Whether your little one is experiencing 

reflux, colic, constipation, or something you can't quite identify, this adorable illustrated guide presents a holistic and time-
tested solution to soothe your baby, one beneficial pose at a time. 
 

Allie Kingsley Baker is an author and lifestyle expert. Her self-titled novels and co-written celebrity books address hot topics 
in pop culture, style, and parenting. Tony Baker is an award-winning animated screenplay writer. After receiving MFA from 
UCLA, he developed a television show for toy and game company Mattel. Allie and Tony live in Los Angeles with their 
incredibly demanding boss, Kingsley Rose Baker. 
 

 

Gutierrez, Christine  
I AM DIOSA: Reclaim the Inner Goddess Within  
Self-Help/Personal Growth | TarcherPerigee Hardcover | June 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Steve Harris @ MDM Management/CSG Literary | Editor: Sara Carder  
Status: manuscript available in February 2020 
 

In this fiercely inspiring book from a fresh new voice in women's empowerment, Christine Gutierrez 
welcomes women to join her in healing the wounds from past hurt or trauma to rise in the 
knowledge that they are strong. They are Diosa—the Spanish word for Goddess—women who honor 
the primal feminine energy in the world and within themselves. According to psychotherapist 
Guttierez, Diosa women have faced obstacles in their lives but are always ready and willing to go to 

their core to reclaim their inner worth and self-esteem. From stories of resilience to mantras, mediations, and guided 
journaling prompts, this book gives women the tools they need to honor their sacred feminine.  
 

Christine Gutierrez, MA, LMHC is a Latina licensed psychotherapist, life coach and expert in love addiction, trauma, abuse, 
and self-esteem with degrees from Fordham University and City College of New York. She has been featured in Time Out NY, 
Latina Magazine as "The Future 15: The Healer," Yahoo Health, Ebony, Cosmopolitan for Latinas, Huffington Post, and others. 
She is featured as a guide on oneoeight.com and is a Dove Self Esteem expert. Guttierrez also created the non-profit Therapy 
Is Cool, founded in Puerto Rico, where the mission is to empower marginalized youth and communities. 
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Renstrom, Christopher 
THE COSMIC CALENDAR: Using Astrology to Get in Sync with Your Best Life 
Astrology/Horoscopes | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | July 2020 | UK & Translation Rights 
Agent: Lisa DiMona @ Writers House | Editor: Marian Lizzi  
Status: manuscript available in December 2019 
 

Timing is everything—and astrology is a personalized calendar designed just for you. Go beyond the 
memes and clichés to discover how to use this ancient system to get in sync with the stars—to 
become the fully empowered, energized and happy human you are uniquely meant to be. With 
fascinating, funny, and spot-on insights—and without jargon or technical details—popular astrologer 
and columnist Christopher Renstrom illuminates the "timestamp" the stars gave you when you were 

born, giving you actionable insights to help you work with the stars, not against them, to live your best life every day. 
 

Christopher Renstrom is the creator of Rulingplanets.com, his idea of an online, subscription-based, interactive astrology 
magazine, based on his bestselling book Ruling Planets (Collins Reference, 2004). Renstrom has been a practicing astrologer 
since 1985 and currently writes the daily horoscopes for the San Francisco Chronicle and SFGate.com. He created the 
horoscope column for Allure magazine, his "Renstrom's Horoscopes" were carried on Verizon, Sprint, and AllTel, and he 
conceived and developed Ask the Astrologer for LifetimeTV.com. Renstrom was voted Best Astrologer by City Weekly's Best 
of Utah 2012 and then again in 2013. He also lectures about the history of astrology in America from pre-Revolutionary to 
modern times and runs Ruling Planet workshops around the country. 
 
 
 

Sansouci, Jenny 
THE REBEL’S APOTHECARY: A Practical Guide to the Healing Magic of Cannabis, CBD, and 
Mushrooms 
Herbal Medications | TarcherPerigee Trade Paperback | April 2020 | UK & Tanslation Rights 
Agent: Stephanie Tade @ Stephanie Tade Agency, LLC | Editor: Marian Lizzi 
Status: manuscript available in January 2020 
 

When health coach and wellness blogger Jenny Sansouci learned that her father had stage 4 
pancreatic cancer, her extensive knowledge of the latest alternative therapies was put to the test. 

She dove into the world of cannabis and mushrooms and their medicinal properties, both to tame chemotherapy side effects 
and to address everyday wellness concerns. The result of Jenny’s heartfelt efforts, THE REBEL’S APOTHECARY is a science-
based, supportive, and beautifully illstrated guide, complete with historical information, dosing instructions, and everyday 
recipes, to enhance the lives of anyone living with pain, anxiety, depression, weakened immune systems, and more.  
 

Jenny Sansouci is a certified health coach and wellness expert, and the creator of the popular wellness blog Healthy Crush. 
She’s been trained by functional medicine doctor Frank Lipman, MD, and is a graduate of the Institute for Integrative 
Nutrition. Sansouci has appeared on The Dr. Oz Show and Fox 5 News and has been featured in Well + Good, Harper’s Bazaar, 
and Women’s Health magazine, in addition to teaching at workshops and retreats in the United States and Bali.  
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Sunim, Haemin 
UNTITLED 
Spirituality/Self-Help | Penguin Paper-Over-Board | Fall 2020 | Translation Rights 
Agent: Author c/o Penguin Books | Editor: Kathryn Court 
Status: manuscript available in Spring 2020 
 

Following his international bestsellers The Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down (Penguin, 
2017) and Love for Imperfect Things (Penguin, 2018), this is the latest title on meditation and 
overcoming the challenges of everyday life from Haemin Sunim.  

 
Haemin Sunim is one of the most influential Zen Buddhist teachers and writers in the world. Born in South Korea, he came to 
the United States to study film, only to find himself pulled into the spiritual life. Educated at UC Berkeley, Harvard, and 
Princeton, he received formal monastic training in Korea and taught Buddhism at Hampshire College in Amherst, 
Massachusetts. He has more than a million followers on Twitter and Facebook and is one of Spirituality & Health’s Top 10 
Spiritual Leaders of the Next 20 Years and one of Greatist’s 100 Most Influential People in Health and Fitness.  
 

Publishers of Love for Imperfect Things: 
UK & C – Penguin Life 
Arabic – Jarir 
Croatian – Planetopija 
Czech – Jota  
Dutch – Meulenhoff Bokerij 
Finnish – Aula 
French – Marabout  

German – Scorpio Verlag 
Greek – Pedio  
Hebrew – Matar  
Hungarian – Edesviz Kiado 
Italian – Mondadori Libri 
Polish – Dressler Dublin 
Portuguese in Brazil – Sextante  

Romanian – Lifestyle Publishing 
Russian – Alpina  
Serbian – Vulkan  
Slovene – Ucila  
Turkish – Pegasus 

 

Publishers of The Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down: 
UK & C – Penguin Life 
Arabic – Jarir  
Bulgarian – Bard 
Complex Chinese – Commonwealth 
Croatian – Plentopija 
Czech – Jota 
Danish – People’s Press  
Dutch – Meulenhoff Bokerij 
Estonian – Rahva Raamat 
Finnish – Aula 
French – Decrescenzo 
German – Scorpio Verlag 

Greek – Pedio 
Hebrew – Matar 
Hungarian – Edesviz Kiado 
Italian – Mondadori Retail 
Japanese – Amarin 
Lithuanian – Lithuanian Writer’s Union 
Norwegian – Gyldendal Norsk 
Polish – Znak 
Portuguese in Portugal – 20/20 Editora 
Portuguese in Brazil – Sextante 
Romanian – Lifestyle Publishing 
Russian – EKSMO 

Serbian – Vulkan 
Simplified Chinese – China CITIC 
Sinhali – Colour Wave 
Slovak – Eastone 
Slovene – Ucila 
Span. in Lat. Amer. – Oceano de Mexico 
Spanish in Spain – Planeta 
Swedish – Bokforlaget Forum 
Turkish – Pegasus 
Ukrainian – Snowdrop  
Vietnamese – Nha Na
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